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Contact Our Team

WhatsApp
If you have any questions, message us:  
+447538937998

Call
If you want to speak to us, call us:
+447538937998

Email
Have a question? Email us:
info@socialattraction.co.uk

https://wa.me/+447538937998
tel:+447538937998
tel:+447538937998
mailto:info@socialattraction.co.uk


The Platinum Signature Course (£29,999)
 Learn Our Advanced Social Attraction System 

Integrating in-depth self-development tools with advanced
principles for dating success. This enhanced programme leads
to profound personal growth and lasting self-confidence with

women.

 

In-Person Course Option: Three-weekend training courses in London,
with a three-month mentorship that includes twelve dedicated pre-
and-post-course video coaching sessions with unlimited WhatsApp

support.
 

Video Coaching Option: Six-month video mentorship, with twenty-six
interactive one-hour video coaching sessions. Daily/weekly

challenges and check-in messages from our team with unlimited
WhatsApp support.

Also Includes everything from The Gold Standard Course  
View our PDF course brochure here 

https://www.socialattraction.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Social-Attraction-Gold-Standard-Course.pdf
https://www.socialattraction.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/Social-Attraction-%E2%80%93-Gold-Standard-Course-Brochure.pdf
https://www.socialattraction.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/Social-Attraction-%E2%80%93-Gold-Standard-Course-Brochure.pdf


Secure Payment Plans 
& Options

Pay-in-three option available so you
can get started right away. 

We make it easy by accepting a wide
range of payment options including:

credit card, PayPal, bank transfer,
Wise and Stripe.

100% secure and confidential
payments. 



   CBT (Cognitive Bahavioural Therapy)

   NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming)

   EMDR (Eye Movement        
...Desensitisation & Reprocessing)

   TFT (Thought Field Therapy)

   EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique)

   CM (Conflict Management)

Our Accreditations &
Coaching Credentials

ACCREDITED



Learn How To Meet & Date 
Women Based On Compatability 

Acquire the skills to find and connect
with women who align with your life

goals and interests. 

Understand the importance of
compatibility in building lasting

relationships. 

Enhance your ability to create
meaningful connections based on

shared values.



Break Away From 
Your Previous Dating Cycles  

Discover how to identify and escape
the patterns that have been holding

you back in dating. 

Learn to approach relationships with
a new, positive mindset. 

Transform your dating experiences by
breaking free from old cycles.



Overcome The Negative
 Emotions From Your Past

Master techniques to heal and move
on from past relationship traumas

and disappointments. 

Build a resilient, optimistic outlook on
dating and new relationships. 

Overcome barriers to happiness
caused by previous emotional

wounds.



Never Make The Same 
Painful Dating Mistakes Again

Learn to recognise the red flags and
pitfalls that have sabotaged your past

relationships. 

Gain the wisdom to navigate away
from repeating harmful patterns.

 Ensure a healthier, more successful
dating life by avoiding past mistakes.



Perfecting Your Dating Strategy 
From Meeting New Women 
To Intimacy & Relationships

Develop a simple approach to dating,
from the first meeting to deepening

intimacy and establishing committed
relationships. 

Learn the art of smoothly
transitioning through different stages

of dating. 

Create a solid foundation for a lasting
partnership by perfecting your dating

strategy.



Learn The Modern Art Of 
Subtle Seduction 

Embrace the modern principles of
attracting women with sophistication

and finesse.

 Discover how to be captivating
without being overt, ensuring your

interest is known.

Enhance your allure by mastering the
art of subtle seduction.



Mastering Attractive 
& Seductive Storytelling

Develop the skill of storytelling to
engage and intrigue, making your

interactions unforgettable. 

Learn how to weave tales that
captivate attention and spark

attraction. 

Transform your communication into
an art form that seduces and attracts.



Develop High Levels 
Of Self-Esteem

Boost your self-confidence to new
heights, understanding that a strong

sense of self is irresistible. 

Gain tools to cultivate a positive self-
image and exude confidence in every

interaction. 

Elevate your dating life by building
robust self-esteem.



Create & Reinforce 
Attractive Dating Habits

Create a lifestyle that attracts women
by engaging in activities that show

your passions and interests. 

Embody a seductive aura in your daily
interactions, drawing others towards
you with your charm and confidence.

Transform your lifestyle to enhance
your dating prospects, making you

more appealing and desirable.



Assertiveness Training 
To Handle Dating Conflicts

Learn how to communicate your
needs and boundaries clearly and

confidently. 

Master the balance between being
assertive and respectful in navigating

dating conflicts. 

Develop your relationship skills by
effectively managing disagreements.



Transforming Your Red Flag 
Behaviours Into Green Flag Actions

Identify and modify behaviours that
may be perceived as red flags in

dating. 

Learn to replace these with positive,
green flag actions that attract and

reassure potential partners. 

Improve your dating approach by
showcasing your best self.



Challenging Women’s
Red Flag Behaviours

Equip yourself with the knowledge to
recognise and address red flag

behaviours in potential partners. 

Learn strategies for constructively
challenging these behaviours while

maintaining respect and
understanding. 

Navigate the dating world more wisely
by understanding when to proceed

with caution.



Establishing Healthy 
Personal Boundaries

Master the art of setting and
maintaining healthy boundaries in

your relationships. 

Learn to communicate your limits
clearly, ensuring mutual respect and

understanding. 

Strengthen your dating experiences
by creating healthy, balanced

interactions.



Setting & Managing 
Dating Expectations

Learn to set realistic expectations for
yourself and your dating experiences.

 Understand how to communicate
these expectations to potential

partners effectively. 

Enhance your dating satisfaction by
aligning your desires with reality.



Designing & Living 
The Seductive Lifestyle

Create a lifestyle that naturally
attracts and intrigues potential

partners. 

Learn how to embody a seductive
aura in your everyday life, drawing

women towards you. 

Transform your lifestyle into one that
captivates your dating prospects.



Implementing Self-Worth 
Building Techniques

Discover methods to reinforce your
sense of self-worth, crucial for a

fulfilling dating life. 

Learn practices that boost your self-
esteem and ensure you value yourself

highly. 

Elevate your dating experiences by
grounding them in strong self-worth.



Increase Your Overall
 Dating Satisfaction

Gain insights into maximising your joy
and fulfillment in dating. 

Learn to appreciate the journey,
celebrate successes, and learn from

challenges. 

Achieve a more satisfying and
rewarding dating life by adopting a

positive, growth-oriented approach.



Unlimited
WhatsApp Support

Direct access to your coach for the
duration of the course. 

Easily accessible support when you
need it the most. 

Personalised service to achieve your
dating goals.



Access Behind-The-Scenes 
Coaching Manuals

Read the twenty-six manuals that we
use to coach our clients.

Gain insider knowledge to give you a
more comprehensive view of dating

success.

Understand the psychology of
modern dating. 



Instant Access To Our
Digital Training Material

Over 20 hours of video, audio and
written training material to support

your learning experience.  

Including interactive daily challenges.

The additional resources you need for
a complete learning experience.



Lifetime Access To Our 
Inner Circle Community

Meet, network and grow with other
likeminded individuals.

Ongoing support once your course is
complete.

Attend community driven events
hosted all over the world. 



Secure Your 
Complimentary Consultation 

Secure your complimentary
consultation call today and start your

journey towards mastering dating
skills. 

Our mentoring is tailored to your
specific needs and goals. 

Take the first step towards
transforming your dating life and
achieving success with women.

CLICK HERE TO SECURE YOUR
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

https://calendly.com/peter_socialattraction/secure-your-complimentary-consultation
https://calendly.com/peter_socialattraction/secure-your-complimentary-consultation

